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ABSTRACT
While the devices for media capture have advanced from
mechanical to computational since the invention of photography and motion pictures in the 19th century, their
underlying user interaction paradigms have remained
largely unchanged. Current interaction techniques for
media capture do not leverage computation to solve key
problems: the skill required to capture high quality media
assets; the effort required to select useable assets from
captured assets; and the lack of metadata describing the
content and structure of media assets that could enable
them to be retrieved and (re)used.
We describe a new interaction and processing paradigm for media capture that redefines capture as a control
process with feedback. By integrating human-computer
interaction and computer vision and audition into an
“Active Capture” process, we overcome the limitations of
current media capture devices, algorithms, and interaction
techniques. Active Capture leverages media production
knowledge to automate direction and cinematography and
thus enables the automated production of annotated, high
quality, reusable media assets.
1. INTRODUCTION
Since the invention of photography and motion pictures in
the 19th century, the apparatus for capturing still photos
and moving pictures has been subject to continual
invention and refinement—the interaction paradigms for
media capture have not. Photographers and videographers
today face a recurrent set of challenges in trying to
capture high quality, reusable media assets. These
problems are especially vexing for consumers who lack
the time, resources, and expertise of media capture
professionals. These challenges involve having the skill
and taking the time to:
• Ensure image and/or sound quality at capture time
(framing, lighting, desired capture content, etc.)

•

Find and select desired captures from the set of captured assets (this problem is especially difficult for
time-based media such as video)

•

Process and edit media assets after capture (made
especially difficult by the lack of metadata describing
the content and structure of media assets)

Research that combines media production knowledge,
human-computer interaction design, and automated media
analysis can address these challenges by fundamentally
rethinking and reinventing the media capture process,
rather than merely trying to optimize the process within its
current device, algorithm, and interaction paradigms.
2. FROM OLD TO NEW CAPTURE PARADIGMS
When consumers produce digital media today, they
engage in a capture and production process that involves
numerous and often difficult manual steps (see Figure 1).
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Figure 1: Current Media Capture and Production Process
(Dotted lines indicate optional steps)

Starting with the media capture process, users must
perform a variety of tasks: taking a photograph or shoot-

ing video; assessing the quality/sufficiency of the captured
media, and if found insufficient, beginning the capture
process again; transferring the captured media to a storage
and processing device (usually a computer). Then only in
exceptionally rare cases (usually professional archivists or
devoted hobbyists) does a user provide metadata to
describe the content and structure of the captured media.
When the captured media is to be processed (edited,
printed, shared, etc.), the user often has to browse through
a large quantity of captured media assets to find and select
the desired content (this selection process is especially
onerous with video data).
One might ask, what is wrong with this process?
People have been taking photographs and shooting video
for years, why change the media capture process? The
reason is that the media capture process is both the beginning of the notoriously difficult media editing process and
the key to its automation. Without editing, most consumer video and photography suffer from poor production
values (think how often you look forward to seeing your
friends’ vacation videos?). Researchers have for years
attempted to reinvent the media editing process to solve
the production problems of home video and photography
[1-6]. With a few exceptions [7-9], what previous
researchers have neglected to do is to approach the media
production problem at its source—at the point of capture.
Automation of the media capture process can be
accomplished by inverting the current media capture
paradigm (see Figure 2).
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Figure 2: Inverting the Current Media Capture Paradigm

In this new media capture paradigm, which we call
“Active Capture,” traditionally manual, post-capture tasks
are accomplished through automated means during the
capture process. The inversion of the media capture paradigm takes place not only in the automation of manual
post-capture tasks at capture time, but also in the quality
and quantity of media captures required to meet users’
goals. In the current media capture paradigm, users capture more media than they need in to order to ensure they
have captured the media they want. This is especially true
for video, but also applies to photography. Rather than

taking numerous photographs to get one good one or
shooting hours of video to extract a few memorable minutes, in Active Capture the capture device works with the
user in an automated process to capture a smaller number
of high quality, annotated media assets that can be automatically used and reused in a variety of contexts.
3. ACTIVE CAPTURE
In schools and shopping malls across the nation, each year
millions of children have their portraits taken by professional photographers who use a variety of techniques to
coddle, entreat, and compel them to look at the camera
and smile. In professional motion picture production,
directors instruct actors, record them, provide feedback,
and reshoot until they “get the shot.” In consumer photo
and video capture, amateur photographers, videographers,
and their subjects are all familiar with the interaction
technique of asking subjects to “Say Cheese!” in order to
improve the likelihood that the resulting photo or video
will feature the subjects smiling and looking at the
camera. The central idea in these media capture examples
and in the Active Capture paradigm is engaging the user
in a control process with feedback to iteratively capture
until a satisfactory result can be achieved or a timeout is
required (see Figure 3).
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Figure 3: Active Capture Control Process with Feedback

In portrait photography, motion picture direction, and
“say cheese” interactions, humans both prompt and evaluate the responses of the capture subjects. In Active
Capture both prompting and response evaluation can be
achieved by the media capture device itself. An Active
Capture device uses audio and/or visual cues to prompt
the capture subject to perform some desired action (e.g.,
smiling and looking at the camera). Through real-time
audio and video analysis an Active Capture device
determines the fitness of the subject’s response in relation
to some predetermined capture parameters. If the capture
satisfies these parameters, the capture process is complete.
If not, the Active Capture device prompts the user again
(using clarifying instructions) until a suitable response is
achieved or the process has timed-out.
Figure 4 illustrates an example of Active Capture’s
control process with feedback. This example depicts the
Active Capture routine for capturing a high quality and
highly reusable shot of a user screaming. Based on our
work in media automation [1, 10, 11], we have developed
automatic media production systems that can use a scream

shot (as well as others) in a variety of contexts (e.g., MCI
commercial, 7Up commercial, Godzilla movie scene,
banner ads, Flash animations, Blair Witch movie trailer,
etc.). In order to capture a shot of the user screaming, the
system prompts the user to look at the camera and scream.
The system has a minimal average loudness and overall
duration it is looking for, and like a human director can
prompt the user accordingly (e.g., scream louder, scream
longer) in order to capture a loud enough and long enough
scream shot. This simple example is meant to illustrate
the basic concept of the Active Capture interaction
paradigm: a control process with feedback.

niques from computer vision and audition, humancomputer interaction design, and media production practice (direction and cinematography). Unlike previous
systems focused on meeting and lecture capture that have
endeavored to automate cinematography and editing [12],
the Active Capture paradigm also automates direction, in
addition to automating cinematography and editing, in
order to interactively affect and help shape the creation of
the captured content.
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Figure 4: Active Capture Process for Capturing “Scream” Shot
(Quotes are verbal instructions from the Active Capture device.
The darker arrows represent an error-free path. The lighter arrows are
error correction loops.)

We have developed more sophisticated Active
Capture routines for “look at the camera” and “head turn”
shots that involve real-time video analysis and feedback
for a wider variety of error conditions (not looking at the
camera, not looking away from the camera, not standing
still, moving too slow or too fast). Part of the larger research agenda for Active Capture is to investigate the
sweet spot among the types of shots (especially human
actions) that we can: easily elicit people to produce; reliably parse; and afford the greatest degree of reusability in
the creation of personalized and customized media assets.
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Figure 5: Active Capture Integrates Capture, Processing, and
Interaction

With Active Capture, we bridge the “semantic gap”
[14] by integrating human-computer interaction and
computer vision/audition at the point of media capture.
We overcome the limitations of standard computer vision
and audition techniques by using human-computer
interaction design to simplify the world and the actions
that the vision (and audition) algorithms need to parse.
As a result, we can use very simple, robust analysis algorithms coupled with judicious interaction design in an interactively simplified parsing context. By using HCI to
reinvent media capture as a “human-in-the-loop” algorithmic process, we believe we also indicate a new and
fruitful direction for multimedia researchers.
3.2. Interaction modes for Active Capture

3.1. Integrating capture, processing, and interaction

In our research we have identified four distinct interaction
modes for Active Capture:

The Active Capture paradigm reinvents the media capture
and production process by integrating three elements that
have familiar pair-wise combinations, but until now have
not been integrated into an automated media capture system: capture, processing, and interaction (see Figure 5).
Active Capture combines these three processes to enable
the communication and interaction among the capture device, human agent(s), and the environment shared by the
device and agents by integrating technology and tech-

•
•

Directed Performance
The user is directed to perform a specific action or
utterance (e.g., “scream”).
Improvised Performance
The user is directed to improvise an action or utterance. This mode supports a spectrum of generality
from very specific actions and utterances to more
general ones (e.g., from “scream in abject terror” to
“show an intense emotional reaction”).

•

Record Structured Activity
The user is recorded while engaged in an activity
whose structure the system knows enough about to be
able to parse and process it automatically.
• Agit Prop
The system elicits the user’s response to an unexpected stimulus (e.g., system yells “Boo!” => user
utters a startled scream).
We have implemented examples of Directed
Performance (See Figure 4). The directorial quality of
Directed Performance user instructions can range from
explicit commands to fairly unobtrusive suggestions during the capture process. We have also built Active
Capture prototypes that use the Record Structured
Activity interaction mode to capture high-quality, annotated reusable media assets. Agit Prop has a long history
of success from hand-buzzers to amusement park funhouses in eliciting predictable user reactions to stimuli.
The experience design of Active Capture interactions and
devices will productively draw on a variety of sources for
inspiration ranging from human-computer interaction design, consumer electronics interfaces, motion picture production, theater and improvisation techniques, and theme
park attraction design.
4. FROM ACTIVE CAPTURE TO REUSABLE
MEDIA ASSETS
By guiding the capture process, Active Capture provides
rich and reliable metadata at the beginning of the media
production process. Active Capture redefines the steps
and agents involved in media capture and production to
re-envision it as an automated process (see Figure 6) [11].
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Figure 6: Active Capture Media Production Process

By producing annotated media assets, the Active
Capture process becomes the first and key step in a new
media production process that leverages media metadata

and knowledge about cinematic structures and functions
to automatically produce high quality personalized and
customized media content from reusable components [1,
8, 10, 11, 13].
5. CONCLUSIONS
By integrating capture, processing, and interaction into a
control process with feedback, Active Capture overcomes
many of the limitations and difficulties inherent in the traditional, manual media capture process. As a result,
media assets can be captured in which quality is
automatically ensured at capture time. Most importantly,
the Active Capture process automatically produces rich
and reliable metadata that can be used not only to make it
easier to find and select media assets, but to automate the
entire process of media production and reuse.
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